
Summer, Summer almost here, 

Let’s give summer a big fat cheer! 

Of this fact I’m surely clear, 

Summer is the best time of year. 
 

Dear Parents,  
 

 Holidays are time when you can connect with your child in many ways. As parents 

are the first and the most important teacher for a child, you can encourage your 

child to participate in many educational activities at home and promote his/her 

quest to learn. Working together will not only help your child to build, learn and 

develop his/her skills but also strengthen your bond with him/her. We wish you a 

very happy and a fruitful family time during this summer vacation. 
 

Instructions : 
 

1. Parents are requested to encourage their child to complete the activities  

     independently.  

2. Inspire them to do neat work and tell them the importance of neatness. 

3. Devote a fixed amount of time everyday to finish the work gradually, to avoid piling of 

work. Teach them about time management.  

4. All assignments are to be done in the school assignment file or as mentioned.  

5. All the activities will be assessed in the ‘Subject Enrichment’ category and will be 

marked in the respective subjects.  

6. The activities should be submitted to school on Wednesday, 06 July, 2022. 

7. A copy of the holiday activities is available on the school  

website: www.angels-school.com   

 

Have a fun, safe and memorable 

 ‘Summer Vacation’. 
 
 
 

http://www.angels-school.com/


ANGEL’S PUBLIC SCHOOL 

CLASS – X  HOLIDAY HOMEWORK  SESSION 2022–23 

SUMMER VACATIONS HOLIDAY HOMEWORK   

Subjects Homework 

English (a) Find out at least 20 new words from the chapters/ poems done in 

class & describe their meanings in your notebook. Use these words in 

a story about a topic or incident of your choice in about 100-120 

words.  

(b) Complete the worksheet.      [ ATTACHED WORKSHEET – I, II,III] 

Hindi Lora=rk vkanksyu esa fuEufyf[kr efgykvksa us tks ;ksxnku fn;k] mlds ckjs eas laf{kIr tkudkjh 

izkIr djds fyf[k, ,oa muls lacaf/kr fp=ksa dk laxzg Hkh dhft, A ¼d½ ljksftuh uk;Mw ¼[k½ 

v:.kk vklQ vyh ¼x½ dLrwjck xka/kh  

Maths Complete the worksheet.                 [ ATTACHED WORKSHEET – IV] 

Science BIOLOGY :-  (1) Complete your practical file. (2) Read the chapter Life 

Processes and Control & Coordination. (3) Draw a mind map of 

following topic. (a) Transportation in Humans, (b) Nutrition in Humans. 

(4) Draw a well labeled diagram of the (a) Human heart (b) Excretory 

system,  (c) Digestive System. 

PHYSICS :- (1) Draw the conditions for the convex and concave  

mirrors neatly.  (2) Write the uses of convex and concave mirrors in 

daily life. (3) Difference between real & virtual images. (4) Write 5 

numericals each on convex and concave mirror.  

CHEMISTRY :- (1) Write five coloured changing reactions involving 

the follwoing. (a) Displacement reaction (b) Double displacement 

reaction.  

(2) Collect samples of each five. (a) Acidic substance (b) Basic 

Substance [solid only] Tag them onto the assignment sheet. (3) Write 

ten balanced equations (step wise) 

Social 

Science 

Art Integrated Project.  

Prepare a project file on ‘Consumer Awareness’. The project 

should include the following. (a) Consumer Rights (b) Consumer 

Duties (c) Effect of ongoing pandemic on the consumer. (paste or draw 

relevant pictures related to the topic).  

Art & Craft  Tribal Face mask – Make a Tribal face mask with the help of 

cardboard/ disposabal bottle, air dry clay and acrylic colours.  

 



[ ATTACHED WORKSHEET – I ] 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



[ ATTACHED WORKSHEET – II ] 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



[ ATTACHED WORKSHEET – III]



[ ATTACHED WORKSHEET – IV ] 

1. Can two numbers have 16 as their HCF and 380 as their LCM? Give reason. 
2. Find the value of k for which the equation x² + k ( 2x + k – 1 ) + 2 = 0 has real and equal roots . 
3. Find the smallest number which when increased by 17 is exactly divisible by both 520 and 468. 

4. If tan θ + sin θ = p  and tan θ – sin θ = q ; prove that p² - q² = 4  

5. If the HCF of 657 and 963 is expressible in the form of 657x + 963 × ( -15) , find the value of x. 
6. For what value of a and b does the pair of linear equations have an infinite number of solutions ? 

 2x + 3y = 7 
           ( a – b ) x + ( a + b ) y = 3a + b – 2  

7. Find the largest number which on dividing 1251, 9377, 15628 leaves the remainders 1, 2, 3 respectively. 
8. If the roots of the equation ( a – b ) x² + ( b – c ) x + ( c – a ) = 0 are identical , then prove that 2a = b + c or 

{ b, a , c are in AP }  
9. Find the greatest number of 6 digits exactly divisible by 24, 15, 36. 
10. A merchant has 120 litres of Servo oil, 180 litres of Castrol oil and 240 litres of local brand oil. He wants to sell 

the oil by filling the three kinds of oil in tins of equal capacity. What should be the greatest capacity of such a 
tin?  

11. If sin θ – cos θ = 0 , find the value of sin⁴θ +  cos⁴θ . 

12. Veer Arjun has two vessels containing 720 ml and 405 ml of milk respectively. Milk from these containers is 
poured into glasses of equal capacity  to their brim. Find the minimum number of glasses that can be filled. 

13. If the equation ( 1 + m² ) x² + 2mcx + c² - a² = 0 has equal roots show that c² = a² ( 1 + m² ) . 
14. The length and the breadth and the height of a room are 735 cm, 625 cm and 415 cm. Find the length of the largest 

scale measuring instrument which can measure all the three dimensions. 

15. Prove that √3 is irrational and hence prove      also irrational. 
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16. If the product of zeroes of the polynomial  

17. If one zero of the polynomial ( a² + 9 ) x² + 13x + 6a   is reciprocal of the other , find the value of a . 
18. Find the quadratic polynomial whose zeroes are negative of the zeroes of  

19. If p and q are the roots of the polynomial x² - 5x + k such that p – q = 1 , find the value of k . 
20. If p and q are the zeroes of the polynomial x² - 6x + k  then find the value of k   such that p² + q² = 40 . 
21. Two pipes running together can fill a tank in 100 / 9 minutes . If one pipe takes 5 minute more than the other to 

fill the tank separately , find the time in which each pipe would fill the tank separately . 

22.  
 
 
 

 
 
 

23. If α and  β are the zeroes of x² - x – 2 , find the polynomial whose zeroes are 2α  + 1 and 2β + 1 .  
24. Find the quadratic polynomial , the sum  and product of whose  zeroes are √2 and -3/2 respectively . Also find 

its zeroes . 
25. If α and  β are the zeroes of 2x² + 5x + k satisfying the relation  α² + β² + αβ = 21 / 4  then find k . 
26. Solve the equations graphically : 2x + y = 2  ;  2y – x = 4  . What is the area of the triangle formed by the two 

lines and the line y = 0  
27. A two digit number is seven times the sum of the digits . The number formed by reversing the digits is 18 less 

than the given number . Find the given number . 
28. If  1 + sin θ / 1 – sin θ = 36 / 25 , find cos θ + sin θ / cos θ – sin θ . 

29. A boat takes 4 hours to go 44km downstream and it can go 20 km upstream in the same time . Find the speed 
of the stream and that of boat in the still water. 

30.  
 


